Points Detection Fault
There are many types of causes of Detection failures, the flowchart below could be used
to determine most faults, however the flowchart does not go into depth or testing
procedures.
Most faulting procedures depend on your arrival location, it maybe nearer to go to the
signalbox or actual equipment that has failed, the procedure below assumes you have
gone to the signalbox, but the external checks can be started at the Loc (see **).

Have the points actually
failed? It could be the panel
bulb that has blown.

Ask signaller to set a route
over the points (he is
required to do this, but may
not have done so).

Has signal cleared?

YES

Panel bulb has blown,
or lamp holder faulty.

In SB RR/LOC check NKR/RKR or
NWKR/RWKR relays for correct position…
are these correct?
Note: multiple-ended sets may have their own
detection relays so you could see which end has
failed to detect.

YES

YES

Check feed through
relay contacts. Replace
any blown fuses, or
check to see if
interlocking reqs any
other relays to be
picked.

Check R1 /R2 on detection
relay. If voltage OK, relay
coil is faulty.

Check B50 supply
fuse sending voltage
to RR. Fuse OK?

Replace fuse
YES
Fault lies in
circuit between
fuse and
outgoing links.

NO

position, they
could be
incorrectly set
(see op’s fault)

Voltage present?

Is voltage over 40 volts?

Fault lies between
LOC & RR (cable
fault).

NO

Have points
moved to correct

It’s a detection fault

Check incoming
voltage on links from
machine/LOC.

NO

NO

NO

**Go to points
LOC

YES NO

Power supply fault not
picking relay.
Check outgoing supply at
LOC, maybe HR link/faulty
cable/defective TJ.

At LOC, check NKR/RKR relays.
Do these correspond with points?

YES
YES
Check detection voltage is
leaving LOC to RR. Is it OK?
Fault between incoming
links and relay. Check
R1/R2 on coil, if voltage
present, relay is faulty.

NO
Check incoming
supply from machine.
Voltage present?
YES

NO

Is there an outgoing
supply from B50?
If not check fuse. If fuse
OK it is contact fault in
m/c or cable fault.

